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For Customer Service or Returns, 
please call (888) 236-2161 

www.lierspinner.com 

Perfect for Cats up to 20 lbs. 
MADE IN THE USA 

Another fine product from Smart Choice Pet Products, Inc. 
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Tips: 
To help your cat get acclimated to the Lier Spinner, 
transfer some lier from the old cat box into the Lier 
Spinner. 

For best results, it is important to maintain the lier level.  
Use the “LITTER LEVEL LINE” inside the unit as a gauge.  
Adding small amounts oen is best. 

Aer spinning, tap the Drawer a couple of mes with your 
palm before removing it.  This will help knock off any 
loose lier. 

Use a small mat in front of the Lier Spinner to catch 
stray lier and help clean your pet’s paws. 

Any clumps aached to the inside of the drum can easily 
be knocked loose with the provided Clump Sck before 
spinning the drum.  See photo on other side. 

For thorough cleaning, remove the Drawer and the black 
Plug in the back, pour out all the lier through the hole, 
and wash. Dry thoroughly. Replace the Plug and Drawer, 
then refill with fresh lier. 

By rotang the Drum a bit more than one full turn, then 
back to the starng posion, your cat’s lier will be level 
for the next use.  

For kiens, cats with arthris, or cats who prefer to have 
their front paws outside the lier box, place a few books 
in front to create a step into the Lier Spinner. 

Congratulations on your purchase! 

Randy Sharp 
Lier Spinner Inventor 

    
Assembly and Use 

Instructions 



Step 1: 
Align BASE halves 
and snap together. 

Step 3: 
Align arrow on DRUM 
halves.  With a Phillips 
screwdriver, assemble 
DRUM using the screws 
provided. 

No power tools please! 

Step 5:   
Fill DRUM with 2-3/4” of 
your cat’s favorite 
clumping litter and 
place DRUM on BASE! 

Step 4: 
Insert DRAWER and 
make sure DRAIN PLUG 
is pushed in securely on 
back of DRUM. 

Step 2: 
Insert SLIDE GUIDE 
into back half of DRUM.  
(Note arrow on SLIDE 
GUIDE)  Push in         
completely. 

HOW TO USE 

Remember:  Maintain the litter level by 
regularly checking the “Litter Level 
Line” located inside drum.  Frequently 
add small amounts of litter to maintain 
the proper litter level. 

Drain Plug 

Align arrow halves 

Clump Sck 

Slide Guide 

HOW TO ASSEMBLE 

Rotate backwards to 
the starting position 
to level the litter for 
the next use. 

Tip:  After rotating, be sure the DRUM is resting securely on the BASE 
at the starting position.  There are notches on the DRUM to hold it in 
place on the BASE, which prevents unwanted movement. 
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Tip: To reduce stray litter, give the 
handle a couple of firm taps before  
removing the DRAWER. 

Remove drawer, discard 
waste, and replace the 
drawer.  That’s it! 

Tip: If you notice any clumps attached 
to the inside of the DRUM, dislodge 
them with the provided CLUMP STICK.  
Then, spin the DRUM one more time to 
clean the litter. 
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*For best results, spin your Litter 
Spinner one time per day per cat. 
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To clean your Litter Spinner, place your hands 
on top of the DRUM.  Using a hand-over-hand 
motion, slowly spin the DRUM slightly more 
than one rotation. (see illustration above) 
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